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Authorised status

Slater Recovery Fund (the “Fund”) is an authorised unit trust scheme established by a Trust Deed dated 25 March 2002.
It is a UK UCITS scheme as defined in the Collective Investment Schemes Sourcebook (COLL). The Fund is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with effect from 2 April 2002.  

Unitholders of the Fund are not liable for the debts of the scheme. 

Investment objective and strategy

The investment objective of the Fund is to achieve capital growth.

The Fund will invest in companies both in the UK and overseas but concentrating mainly or, where appropriate,
exclusively on UK shares. Other investments including bonds, warrants and options, within the limits imposed by the
trust deed may also be used where it is considered that they meet the investment objective. It is also intended where
appropriate to take advantage of underwritings and placings. At times it may be appropriate for the Fund not to be fully
invested but to hold cash and near cash. The Fund has powers to borrow as specified in the COLL and may invest in
derivatives and forward transactions for hedging purposes only.

Value for Money Assessment

Slater Investments Limited’s latest Value for Money Assessment can be found at
 

 https://www.slaterinvestments.com/value-assessment-report/. 
 

Rights and terms attaching to each unit class

Each unit of each class represents a proportional entitlement to the assets of the Fund. The allocation of income and
taxation and the rights of each unit in the event the Fund is wound up are on the same proportional basis.

Authorised Status and
General Information
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Director's Statement

This report has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the COLL as issued and amended by the FCA

Mark Slater
Director

Ralph Baber
Director

SLATER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
Date:     July 2022

https://www.slaterinvestments.com/value-assessment-report/
https://www.slaterinvestments.com/value-assessment-report/
https://www.slaterinvestments.com/value-assessment-report/


Performance Six Months 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years Since
Launch*

Slater Recovery
Fund P unit class

-5.57% -1.61% +49.61% +81.04% +735.16%

Investment
Association (IA)

OE UK All
Companies

-1.73% -1.49% +14.69% +16.65% +339.93%

Fund Manager's Report

Report for the six month period ended 31 May 2022

*A unit class launched 10 March 2003

Market Commentary

This was a difficult period for the Fund, following several years of very strong outperformance. The portfolio fell
-5.57% compared to the IA UK All Companies -1.73%. The war in Ukraine was a major headache and coincided
with the necessary but painful first efforts by central banks to curb inflation. We cannot tell if a lasting recession
is to follow, but history does tell us that once recessions have begun, they are surprisingly benign for investors. 

Portfolio Review

Four shares contributed materially in the period and there were seven significant detractors.

i3 Energy contributed +1.72% and it rocketed +179%. This was a busy period for the company. The highlights
were its decision to ramp up drilling in Canada to double its planned capital spending this year in the fields bought
in 2021. That drilling will tilt i3 Energy more towards oil and away from its current 50:50 between oil and gas.
The company also announced plans to drill the Serenity well in the North Sea. In this case it had waited until it
signed a partner to share the risk. Europa Oil & Gas is bearing nearly half the £14 million cost of the well in
return for a 25% share. i3 Energy could easily have funded the whole project but it had promised to share the risk.
Petrofac will handle the work and the well should spud in August 2022.
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Fund Manager's Report (Continued)

Slater Recovery Fund

Report for the six month period ended 31 May 2022

Portfolio Review (continued)

Serco rose +34% and contributed +1.41%. A day after the
end of this period the company delighted investors with an
unscheduled trading update. The market had been
expecting a sharp fall in profits this year after the ending of
United Kingdom (UK) Test & Trace. Instead, it indicated
that the underlying trading profit in the first half would be
£215 million rather than £195 million, and therefore very
close to last time’s £229 million. The boom in illegal
immigration across the English Channel plugged £100
million of the £220 million reduction in Test & Trace
revenues. Other new projects will leave the net fall in UK
& Europe revenue at about £50 million. Serco has a big
slice of the business of housing the migrants. In the United
States (US) and the UK it has gained the status of chief
problem-handler when government faces a sudden problem
which means hiring and deploying large teams of people
for crisis management. The crises keep coming and
therefore the red phone keeps flashing at Serco
headquarters.

Clinigen contributed +1.16%, rising +54% after its £1.3 billion takeover by Triton, the private equity group.
 

Brewin Dolphin contributed +0.58% and rose +49%
following a recommended bid from RBC Wealth
management on 31 March 2022 which valued it £1.6
billion. We were sorry to see it go but this was at a 62%
premium and took the forward price to earnings ratio above
20 times.  
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Fund Manager's Report (Continued)

Slater Recovery Fund

Report for the six month period ended 31 May 2022

Portfolio Review (continued)

Lords Trading, the builders’ merchant, detracted by
-0.40% after falling -28%. This was harsh treatment and
left the shares on 11.4 times falling to 10.2 in the following
12 months. Supply chain problems have been a headwind
but the buy and build expansion plan still looks sound.
Revenues rose 26% in 2021 and the adjusted earnings per
share (EPS) increased 58%. A cyclical downturn should
help Lords to pick up further yards at lower prices.

Reach had a torrid time, falling -53% and detracting by
-0.44%. This was in reaction to an update in April 2022
which warned of weaker advertising. It blamed this mainly
on the war in Ukraine as advertisers were keen not to take
slots close to stories of death and destruction. Newsprint
costs also lurched higher. Growth in digital advertising was
9.3%, which was still pleasing but lower than expected.
Consensus earning per share (EPS) fell 12% as a result,
leaving the shares on a forward multiple of 3.7 and a 6%
yield. The digital business is still early in its development,
but the direction of travel is good.

Kape Technologies is another star performer which ran into heavy profit-taking. It fell by -15% and detracted by
-0.44%. The results for 2021 were more than pleasing, with adjusted earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortisation soaring from $39 million to $86 million, boosted by the mid-year acquisition of ExpressVPN. This
doubled the subscriber base to over 6 million. The company is confident of reaching 7 million quickly and without
needing further mergers and acquisitions. Investors have seen Kape Technology as a winner from Covid 19 and
punished it accordingly. So far there are no signs of people cancelling their subscriptions, which typically only cost a
few dollars per month. 
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Fund Manager's Report (Continued)

Slater Recovery Fund

Report for the six month period ended 31 May 2022

Portfolio Review (continued)

Liontrust Asset Management took a fearful drubbing from investors, shedding -45% to close at 1114p and detracting
by -0.49%. Fund managers’ shares are naturally geared to movements in the market because their income is tied to
assets under management (AuM). Even so, the net outflow in the first quarter was a paltry £0.4 billion, leaving total
AuM at £33.5 billion on 31 March 2022. The purchase of Majedie in April 2022 immediately added £5.2 billion. A
further factor may be the waning enthusiasm for sustainable investment, a sector where Liontrust Asset Management
has been a leader, with £13.2 billion under management. Fashions come and go but we see the company’s key attraction
is its record of boosting performance at the managers it acquires, particularly with more efficient marketing. The
forward multiple of 9.4, falling to 9.1, looks good value. 

Prudential  has spent several years shedding its operations in Europe and the US, leaving it focused on Hong Kong and
China. We supported this move but with hindsight the timing was not ideal. The pandemic and political crackdowns
have hurt Hong Kong, while the uncertain state of the property market looms over China. Results for 2021 were
pleasing despite all that. Adjusted operating profit rose 17% and new business grew 15%. Excluding the demerged US
business, embedded value per share was $17.25, up from $16.07. Embedded value remains the best guide to underlying
value. Profits in China grew 37% but were only 8% of the total versus 24% from Hong Kong, which grew 9%. Other
territories reported 7% growth. The growing affluence of Asia remains a huge driver though Hong Kong does seem
likely to be eclipsed by Singapore, where Prudential is also strong. In May 2022, the company hired Anil Wadhwani to
be group Chief Executive. He had been running ManuLife’s operations in Asia. He will be based in Hong Kong.
Prudential fell -19% in the half year and detracted by -0.64%. 
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Fund Manager's Report (Continued)

Slater Recovery Fund

Report for the six month period ended 31 May 2022

Portfolio Review (continued)

Randall & Quilter fell -46% and detracted by -0.90%. On
1 April 2022, the company warned it needed to raise $100
million capital and was therefore immediately
recommending a bid from Brickell, its largest shareholder,
which was announced the same day. Brickell promised an
eventual 175p in cash per share. The bid was at a 20%
premium but still only matched the level of Randall &
Quilter last November 2021 and it was far below our
estimate of fair value. We opposed the offer, which needed
75% support, and on 25 May 2022 it was withdrawn. We
will support a rights issue and are actively addressing the
composition of the board. The $100 million capital
requirement related to one particular subsidiary within the
legacy underwriting division. The Program Management
division continues to grow strongly, and we aim to support
this. Being registered in Bermuda, Randall & Quilter had
chosen to exempt itself from most of the rules of the
Takeover Code. We and other investors will demand full
adoption of the Code. 

Media company Future fell -45% and detracting by
-2.59%. The treatment looks beyond harsh considering that
consensus earnings for the year to September 2022 have
actually risen by 10% and the forward multiple closed the
half year at 11.5, falling to 10.7. Investors are concerned
that consumers will stop buying gadgets as inflation eats
into their Covid savings. There is also some unease about
Future’s move into the financials vertical, led by its £594
million purchase in 2021 of Goco, the price comparison
website. Truthfully Goco was probably not its finest deal,
but Chief Executive Zillah Byng-Thorne insists it brings
good capabilities and helps build a broader platform. We
agree there are uncertainties about consumer behaviour but
see the price fall as a massive overreaction.
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Fund Manager's Report (Continued)
Report for the six month period ended 31 May 2022

Portfolio Review (continued)

Purchases and Sales

During the period we sold Calnex Solutions. Clinigen was taken over. We bought LBG Media. We added to
Alliance Pharma, Begbies Traynor, Breedon, Brewin Dolphin, Brooks Macdonald, CentralNic, Converge
Technology Solutions, Fintel, Foresight, Franchise Brands, Future, Hollywood Bowl, i3 Energy, Inspired,
Instem, JTC, Jubilee Metals, Kape Technologies, Liontrust Asset Management, Lords Trading, Marlowe,
MJ Gleeson, NCC, Next Fifteen Communications, Premier Miton, Prudential, Randall & Quilter,
Rathbones, Reach, Redcentric, Restore, Serco, Sigmaroc, STV, Sureserve, Ten Entertainment, Tesco,
Trifast, TT Electronics, and UP Global Sourcing. We reduced City of London Investment Group. 

Outlook

Markets are entering uncharted waters as central banks start to withdraw liquidity. This was last attempted in 2018
by the Federal Reserve and caused sharp falls until it was reversed at the end of that year. Since that time the banks
have doubled the size of their balance sheets through quantitative easing, so there is probably a much bigger
cushion to protect financial markets. Investors flip between exuberance and depression but the underlying
multiplier as companies reinvest their profits is much more important than temporary mood swings. We are starting
to see compelling value emerge in UK equities. 

Slater Investments Limited.
July 2022

Slater Recovery Fund
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Fund Manager's Report (Continued)
Distributions (pence per unit)

Slater Recovery Fund

Material portfolio changes
For the six months ended 31 May 2022         
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Enviromental, Social and Governance
(ESG) Report
For the period ended 31 May 2022

Introduction

Slater Recovery Fund

We are proud to have been listed as a successful signatory to the Financial Reporting Council’s 2020 UK
Stewardship Code in September 2021, being included in the first cohort of those accredited. The Code sets high
stewardship standards for those investing money on behalf of UK savers and pensioners, and those that support
them. We have recently published our 2021 Stewardship Report, constituting our second statement of compliance,
which can be found on our website. Slater Investments is also a voluntary signatory to the UN supported Principles
for Responsible Investment, a commitment to responsible investment, that places Slater Investments at the heart of
a global community seeking to build a more sustainable financial system.

The ESG Committee works closely with our Investment Committee to ensure stewardship and ESG are integrated
into our investment process. We try to understand any ESG risks that may emerge which might threaten the price
earnings ratio or earnings growth prospects of our investee companies. The ESG Committee regularly works with
investee companies, offering advice as to how they can improve their ESG practices.

Engagement

We do not invest in a company with the view to engaging; in an ideal situation we aim to buy into a high-quality
business and monitor it. This ongoing monitoring of investee companies is as important as the initial investment
decision itself. Sometimes shareholder engagement can help to support good corporate governance. This is
important not only because it enhances shareholder interests directly, but also owing to the wider benefits it can
have from an ESG perspective. 

During the year to May 2022, our ESG Committee met with representatives from companies on 464 occasions. We
classed 177 of these interactions as engagement, broken down as follows: 

Source: Slater Investments

https://www.frc.org.uk/investors/uk-stewardship-code/uk-stewardship-code-signatories
https://www.frc.org.uk/investors/uk-stewardship-code
https://secureservercdn.net/160.153.138.163/l72.8cd.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/2021-Stewardship-Report-HD.pdf
https://www.unpri.org/signatory-directory/slater-investments-limited/4820.article
https://www.unpri.org/
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Enviromental, Social and Governance
(ESG) Report (Continued)
For the period ended 25 May 2022

Slater Recovery Fund

Our engagements are listed below:

On 4 August 2021, we wrote to the Chair of the Audit Committee of all companies where we hold a material
position (defined as 3%+ of the share capital). Our intention was to examine the risks each company faces; to
understand how they are discussed at Board level, and how much time the Board spent reviewing these risks. We
were very pleased to receive a response from all 39 companies, with an average response time of 17 days. All
meetings have been conducted. We have been encouraged by the quality of the engagement and found it interesting
that many of the Chairs of the Audit Committees have confirmed this is the first time an investor has asked to
engage directly with them. 

The risk climate change poses was an overarching topic of focus for us. The ramifications of the environmental
pillar of ESG are increasing in materiality, with two headline events during the year: a Dutch court ruling that
Royal Dutch Shell must cut carbon emissions by 45% by 2030 and Exxon losing two board seats to an activist
hedge fund over climate related proposals taking place. Therefore, we prioritised our efforts on industry initiatives
tackling this issue. Climate change affects everyone, and we are keen to ensure management is alive to the risk. We
evaluated all investee companies and have engaged with companies regarding their plans for aligning themselves
with the transition to net-zero carbon emissions.

Two investee companies approached us during the period asking our opinion on the best route forward for them to
set net-zero targets. Given the nature of these companies’ businesses and the technology currently available, it is
virtually impossible for them to operate in a net-zero manner. However, given the ever-increasing amount of net-
zero pledges companies in their sectors were making, they wondered if they should be doing the same. We believe
that targets should be based on an achievable plan. The current trend of setting a target and figuring out the
specifics later is not good governance. Most plans involve use of carbon offsets, which will not hold much weight
in the future and may come at a greater cost to the business. Working towards reducing emissions and electricity
consumption where possible is a much more effective use of management’s time, as these actions also improve the
business. 

In March 2022 we met with the Board of Serco Group plc and were very pleased with the proactive nature of their
shareholder engagement. Through no fault of its own, parts of the company are exposed to certain sectors that are
typically excluded by Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (“SFDR”) Article 9 ESG investors. The executive
team have long known this and adapted their strategy and reporting accordingly. We remain impressed by the level
of governance demonstrated by the executive team. The use of nil-cost options in their remuneration policy remains
a sticking point, and we have engaged further with the Chair of the Remuneration Committee on this matter. 

Newly listed Lords Group Trading plc updated their key executive remuneration policy during the period. We are
one of the largest shareholders and were consulted on the matter. We were pleased to see the proposal was
cognisant of previous conversations surrounding the use of nil-cost options. 
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Enviromental, Social and Governance
(ESG) Report (Continued)
For the period ended 25 May 2022

Slater Recovery Fund

In the first quarter of 2022 Brewin Dolphin Holdings plc (“Brewin”) announced a recommended all cash offer
received from RBC Wealth Management (Jersey) Holdings Limited by way of a scheme of arrangement. We did
not believe that the 515p per share offer reflected the true value of the company and made our view clear to
Brewin’s Board. We engaged with both the company and other shareholders to that extent. However, despite our
efforts the scheme of arrangement was approved in both a General Meeting and a Court Meeting on 23 May 2022.

In February 2022 we successfully engaged with the Chairman of Elixirr International plc where we raised our
concerns in respect of succession planning within the company. 

ESG Scoring

The largest problem facing quantitative ESG ratings is the lack of accurate data. The majority of our investment
universe is made up of small to mid-market capitalisation companies where the availability of ESG data is even
more limited. We have helped ESG ratings providers understand the nuances of collecting this information.
Alongside this, we have assisted some of the companies we own in how to engage with ESG rating providers. It is a
great credit to our efforts that the scoring by ESG ratings providers of our underlying investee companies has
improved. Our quantitative ESG scores are provided by Refinitiv.

The chart above illustrates the distribution of the ESG ratings of our portfolio companies as at 25 May 2022. ‘D’
rated companies are in the first quartile, indicating poor relative ESG performance and insufficient transparency in
reporting material ESG data. ‘C’ rated companies are in the second quartile, with satisfactory relative ESG
performance and a moderate degree of material ESG data reporting. Companies rated ‘B’ are in the third quartile
and demonstrate good relative ESG performance and have above average transparency in reporting material ESG
data. ‘A’ rated companies are in the fourth quartile, which indicates excellent relative ESG performance and a high
degree of material ESG data reporting and transparency.

Source: Refinitiv & Slater Investments
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Enviromental, Social and Governance
(ESG) Report (Continued)
For the period ended 25 May 2022

Slater Recovery Fund

As more of our portfolio companies increase their disclosure, coupled with engagement with ESG data providers,
their scores will improve. Small and mid-capitalised companies are currently overlooked, and therefore punished,
by the more large-cap focus of ESG ratings agencies; resulting in a significant portion of our investee companies
currently not being rated.

We use the information generated by our ESG ratings provider as a starting point to engage with companies we
own. We then carry out our own analysis to understand if there is a shortfall in the data and/or score, why this is the
case and if that shortfall is one of disclosure or whether it presents a risk to the rating. We have stressed in investee
company meetings that time needs to be spent on making sure that data is accurate.
 

Voting

Exercising our voting rights is the most powerful tool we have. It is the one absolute way in which we can hold
companies accountable. All proxy votes for our companies are assessed by our ESG Committee. We do not
subscribe to, nor do we receive, voting recommendations from third-party voting services, though we do however
listen to them and consider their recommendations in instances where they engage with us.

Our up-to-date Voting Policy can be found on our website, along with a complete archive of our voting history.

Slater Investments ESG
July 2022

https://slaterinvestments.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Voting-Policy-August-21.pdf
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Fund Information
Price and distribution record

Slater Recovery Fund

Number of units in issue/Net asset value per unit
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Fund Information (Continuation)
Price and distribution record

Slater Recovery Fund

Performance fees
Portfolio transaction costs, except in the case of an entry/exit charge paid by the Fund when buying or selling
units in another collective investment scheme. 

The ongoing charge figure is based on the annualised expenses for the period. This figure may vary from period to
period. It excludes:

Synthetic risk and reward indicator

The risk and reward indicator above aims to provide you with an indication of the overall risk and reward profile
of the Fund. It is calculated based on the volatility of the Fund using weekly historic returns over the last five
years. If five years data is not available for a fund, the returns of a representative portfolio are used. This Fund has
been measured as 5 because it has experienced high volatility historically.
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Fund Information (Continuation)
Portfolio statement
as at 31 May 2022
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Fund Information (Continuation)
Portfolio statement
as at 31 May 2022
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Fund Information (Continuation)
Portfolio statement
as at 31 May 2022
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Fund Information (Continuation)
Portfolio statement
as at 31 May 2022
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Fund Information (Continuation)
Portfolio transactions for the six months ended 31 May 2022

Slater Recovery Fund

The investments of the Fund have been valued using bid market values ruling on international stock exchanges at
the respective markets close at 31 May 2022, being the last valuation point of the period. Market value is defined
by the SORP as fair value which is generally the bid value of each security. Where applicable, investments are
valued to exclude accrued income. Where a stock is unlisted or where there is an illiquid market, a valuation for
this stock has been obtained from market makers where possible while suspended stocks are normally valued at
their suspension price. However, where the AFM believes that these prices do not reflect a fair value, or where no
reliable price exists for a security, it is valued at a price which in the opinion of the AFM reflects a fair and
reasonable price for that investment.
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Interim Financial Statements (Unaudited)
For the six months ended 31 May 2022

Statement of total return

Slater Recovery Fund

Statement of changes in net assets attributable to unitholders
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Interim Financial Statements (Unaudited)
(Continued)
For the six months ended 31 May 2022

Balance sheet

Slater Recovery Fund

Basis of preparation

The financial statements have been prepared in compliance with FRS102 and in accordance with the
Statement of Recommended Practice for UK Authorised Funds issued by The Investment Association in May
2014.

The financial statements are prepared in sterling, which is the functional currency of the Fund. Monetary
amounts in these financial statements are rounded to the nearest pound.

The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost convention, modified to include the
revaluation of investments and certain financial instruments at fair value.

Accounting policies

The accounting policies applied are consistent with those of the annual financial statements for the year
ended 30 November 2021 and are described in those annual financial statements.

Notes to the interim financial statements
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